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a b s t r a c t

The study of bioelectric and biomagnetic activity in the human gastrointestinal (GI) tract

is of great interest in clinical research due to the proven possibility to detect pathologi-

cal conditions thereof from electric and magnetic field recordings. The magnetogastrogram

(MGG) and magnetoenterogram (MENG) can be recorded using superconducting quantum

interference device (SQUID) magnetometers, which are the most sensitive magnetic flux-to-

voltage converters currently available. To address the urgent need for powerful acquisition

and analysis software tools faced by many researchers and clinicians in this important area

of investigation, an integrative and modular computer program was developed for the ac-

quisition, processing and analysis of GI SQUID signals. In addition to a robust hardware

implementation for efficient data acquisition, a number of signal processing and analy-

sis modules were developed to serve in a variety of both clinical procedures and scientific

investigations. Implemented software features include data processing and visualization,

waterfall plots of signal frequency spectra as well as spatial maps of GI signal frequencies.

Moreover, a software tool providing powerful 3D visualizations of GI signals was created

using realistic models of the human torso and internal organs.

© 2006 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

Magnetogastrography
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1. Introduction

The study of the electrical control activity (ECA) in the stom-
ach is of great interest in the medical field due to the proven

possibility to detect various pathological conditions of this or-
gan from the analysis of gastrointestinal slow wave signals.
Although over 60 million Americans are affected by digestive
diseases [9], the electrophysiological mechanisms associated

∗ Corresponding author.
0169-2607/$ – see front matter © 2006 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights res
doi:10.1016/j.cmpb.2006.03.006
with pathological conditions in the gastrointestinal system
are only beginning to be understood. One such condition is
gastroparesis, which is characterized by abnormally slow gas-
tric emptying rates, dyspepsia, nausea, discomfort and inter-

mittent vomiting [17,22]. In the past, numerous investigations
were carried out to detect phenomena associated with dis-
eases such as gastroparesis and ischemia using the electrogas-
trogram (EGG) and magnetogastrogram (MGG) [8]. Given that

erved.
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the mortality rate of patients suffering from acute mesenteric
ischemia – including mesenteric venous thrombosis (MVT) –
is at least 50%, the importance of such studies cannot be over-
stated.

The gastric slow wave, first recorded in 1921 by Alvarez [1],
is a biophysical phenomenon that originates in the corpus of
the stomach and propagates across this organ in the form of a
de-polarization/re-polarization wave front moving toward the
pylorus at a frequency of three to four cycles per minute (cpm)
in human subjects. Electric propagation is made possible by
the smooth gastric muscle, which consists of several layers of
coupled cells that allow polarization waves to advance across
the stomach until they reach the pylorus. At that point, prop-
agation resets to the corpus region before a new cycle begins.

Because abnormalities in the propagation of GI bioelectric
currents are associated with disease states, a great deal of in-
vestigative effort has been invested in the direction of detect-
ing them noninvasively. Experimentally, bioelectric currents
have been detected and investigated using the EGG; in recent
years, however, a number of inherent difficulties associated
with this method – such as the dependence of electric record-
ings upon tissue conductivity, which attenuates the EGG sig-
nal – have suggested the use of the magnetogastrogram (MGG)
instead, because the magnetic – and not electric – field of
the stomach is measured with the latter procedure. This is
advantageous because magnetic fields are dependent on tis-
sue permeability, which is nearly equal to that of free space.
Investigating the GEA from magnetic field recordings is also
encouraging due to the finding that, although magnetic field
strengths decrease rapidly with distance from their sources,
they do reveal the characteristics of these sources in a more
accurate manner [3,4].

Due to the fact that gastric biomagnetic fields have very
weak strength-of the order of 10−12 T-a highly sensitive mea-
surement apparatus is required for experimental data collec-
tion. Such an instrument is the superconducting quantum in-
terference device (SQUID) biomagnetometer, which remains to
this date the most sensitive device for the detection and mea-
surement of extremely low-magnitude magnetic fields. In par-
ticular, the Tristan 637i biomagnetometer, produced by Tris-
tan Technologies (San Diego, CA), is a highly sensitive, multi-
channel SQUID magnetometer system that can detect the bio-
electromagnetic activity in the human stomach and intestine.
Among others, the SQUID magnetometer has been shown to
possess the ability of detecting intestinal ischemia, a disease
that is difficult to diagnose and usually fatal. SQUID sensors
are able to detect signals resulting from the basic electrical
rhythm (BER) of the intestine, whose frequency changes under
ischemia. Thus, the potential for the use of SQUIDs in clinical
diagnosis is significant.

For a number of years, SQUID magnetometers have been
used very successfully to detect and study GI diseases. Nev-
ertheless, although the hardware components of this instru-
ment are available commercially as an integrated unit, the
same cannot be said about the numerous software tools that
are often required for processing and analyzing SQUID data.

Such tools are nevertheless indispensable to a large variety of
clinicians, engineers and biophysicists whose work involves
the analysis of GI biomagnetic signals. In spite of this acute
need, an integrative, user-friendly software tool for acquiring
i n b i o m e d i c i n e 8 3 (2006) 83–94

and analyzing GI SQUID data has not yet appeared in the scien-
tific literature. In order to fulfill the need for such a computer-
based system, a modular, integrative and multipurpose soft-
ware program has been designed, implemented and tested on
the SQUID 637i biomagnetometer produced by Tristan Tech-
nologies (San Diego, CA). The purpose of this article is to de-
scribe this integrative software and to demonstrate its suit-
ability and usefulness to clinical research. Moreover, one goal
of the work described in what follows is to set the standard for
SQUID data processing software and to significantly improve
the state of the art in the important and critical research area
of biomagnetic instrumentation and analysis.

The computer software program presented in this article
makes extensive use of an advanced modeling tool called
‘Continuum Mechanics, Image analysis, Signal processing and
System identification’ (CMISS). CMISS is a 3D modeling envi-
ronment developed by the Bioengineering Institute at the Uni-
versity of Auckland (Auckland, New Zealand). The purpose of
this software is to provide a set of tools for applying the bound-
ary element method (BEM) and finite element method (FEM)
to a variety of problems in bioengineering, such as cardiac and
GI biopotential problems. It consists of a number of modules
including a graphical front end with advanced 3D display and
modelling capabilities, and a computational back end that can
be executed remotely on powerful workstations or supercom-
puters [7]. The CMISS graphical user interface (GUI) consists of
an input box where CMISS commands can be entered, a panel
where the content of these commands is stored throughout
each user session, and a second panel where feedback is pro-
vided to the user by CMISS with respect to the execution of
the commands that were entered. The interface also provides
a series of menus for loading commands from input files with
the .com extension and for performing a number of various
graphical and computational tasks.

After significant contributions to the Cardiome project, the
Bioengineering Group at the University of Auckland laid the
foundation of the Gut Physiome project, which involves the
development of a modeling framework that integrates physi-
ological, anatomical and medical knowledge of the GI system.
Equations derived from physical conservation laws are solved
in CMISS to predict the integrative behaviour of an organ from
knowledge of the anatomical structure and tissue properties.
The tissue properties used in these organ level simulations can
also incorporate tissue structure and cellular processes such
as ion movement through membrane channels, signal trans-
duction pathways and metabolic processes, together with the
spatial variation of the parameters characterizing these pro-
cesses. CMISS has facilities for fitting models to geometric data
from imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) or computed tomography (CT) and has a rich set of
tools for graphical interaction with the models and the dis-
play of simulation results. Control of the program is via GUIs
or scripting languages such as Perl and Python.

The main academic goal of CMISS is to support the Phys-
iome project of the International Union for Physiological Sci-
ences (IUPS) [15]. This requires the ability to model biological

structure and function at all scales from the molecular struc-
ture of proteins (nm scale) to 3D cell models (�m) to tissue
models (mm) to whole organ models (m), and the ability to re-
late models at widely different temporal scales. The compu-
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Fig. 1 – Spatial distribution of the co-planar input coils for
the 637i SQUID biomagnetometer produced by Tristan
Technologies (San Diego, CA). The magnetometer
possesses a total of 29 pickup coils that are distributed
within two concentric hexagons around a 5 cm baseline.
Nineteen of these coils record changes in the magnetic field
in the ẑ direction (i.e. �Bz/�z), while five coils record
�Bx/�x and five record �By/�y. The x and y channels are
located at the center and extremities of the baseline and
their positions are marked in the figure by short arrows
inscriptioned with x or y, as appropriate. In addition to
these 29 channels recording absolute changes in Bx, By and
c o m p u t e r m e t h o d s a n d p r o g r a

ational engine encompasses a number of computational al-
orithms designed to handle the particular problems of mod-
lling biological structures and systems. The computational
nd graphical engines can be invoked either together or sep-
rately so large computational tasks can be performed on su-
ercomputers and the visualization of results can be done on
graphics workstation. The code base is designed to have a
inimum of architecture specific routines allowing CMISS to

un on multiple UNIX-based platforms including Linux on In-
el and AMD processors, AIX on IBM processors and IRIX on
ilicon Graphics processors. Parallel processing directives are

ncluded in the code base through OpenMP. The ultimate goal
f modeling GI electromagnetic phenomena using these visu-
lizations is to provide an integrative framework for describing
he physiological, anatomical and clinical knowledge of the GI
ystem at the cellular (continuum) and macroscopic level.

In Section 2, functioning principles of the SQUID magne-
ometer and aspects of its architecture relevant to our program
re presented. A description of the typical MGG experiment is
lso given in order to familiarize the reader with the manner
n which biomagnetic signals are recorded from the human
tomach and intestine.

The three major functional units of the data acquisition
nd analysis software are described in Section 3. These units
the data acquisition module, data processing and analysis
odule, and CMISS visualization module – are described in

etail with respect to both their functionality and their design
nd implementation.

. Instrumentation and experimental setup

SQUID – superconducting quantum interference device – is
magnetometer that contains one or more Josephson junc-

ions. A Josephson junction is a weak insulative layer between
wo superconductors that is able to support a supercurrent be-
ow a critical temperature Ic [27]. In a direct current (DC) SQUID
which contains two Josephson junctions – a superconduct-

ng loop with a pair of Josephson junctions is applied in order
o measure the loop impedance. Due to several special prop-
rties of the Josephson junction, the impedance is a periodic
unction of the magnetic flux threading the SQUID. Using this
etup, a modulation signal applied to the bias current and a
ock-in detector are employed to measure the impedance and
o linearize the voltage-to-flux relationship. Thus the SQUID
unctions as a flux-to-voltage converter of extremely high sen-
itivity. In biomagnetism, where the strength of the measured
eld is very weak and a substantial amount of information is
resent at low frequencies, the SQUID magnetometer is excel-

ently suited as a measurement tool.
The Tristan 637i magnetometer has five pickup coils that

ecord the magnetic field gradient in the x̂ direction and five
oils for the ŷ direction. In addition, 19 axial coils are available
or measuring gradients in the ẑ direction. The 29 supercon-
ucting pickup coils of the 637i SQUID magnetometer coils are
istributed in the shape of two concentric, coplanar hexagons,

s in Fig. 1, and can record the quantity �B/�z. Ten other such
nput channels are also positioned in the same plane as the
ther channels, five of each being used to record �B/�x and
B/�y, respectively. The 29 z channels of the SQUID measure
Bz, a number of noise channels and respiration channels for
monitoring and recording breathholds are also provided.

only the B field component that is normal to the outer surface
of the sensor and, because of the experimental setup for GI
recordings, normal to the body of the subject. All three com-
ponents of the field are measured at only five locations, thus
allowing one to determine the direction of the field and its
magnitude at those particular positions.

Once acquired by the SQUID, conditioned analog data are
passed to a 3.5 GHz Pentium IV computer with 1 GB of RAM,
using two PCI 6031E, 16 bit data acquisition cards as well as
two SCB-100 connector blocks, all from National Instruments
(Austin, TX). The data acquisition cards are controlled by in-
house virtual instrument (VI) routines created solely for this
application using Labview 6.0 (National Instruments, Austin,
TX).

To insure time-aligned data acquisition from the two cards,
a digital trigger is sent from one card to the other to start
the acquisition process at the same time. Acquired data are
lowpass-filtered at a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz using a finite
impulse response (FIR) software filter. Writing data to disk at

3 MHz is prohibitive because of storage capacity issues; for this
reason, acquired data are decimated by a factor of 10 and the
effective sampling rate is thus reduced to 3 kHz before data
are saved to disk.
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Fig. 2 – Software control switchboard for the acquisition
and analysis program. The first button loads the LabView
data acquisition module, while the second one is used for
the data analysis and processing module. SQUID data can
86 c o m p u t e r m e t h o d s a n d p r o g r

3. Data acquisition, processing and
analysis

A variety of hardware and software tools are required to
record, decimate, filter and store SQUID data. Likewise, the
analysis of GI electromagnetic phenomena from these record-
ings can be complex and time-consuming. Quite often, a large
number of computational and visual tools are required to
study and understand gastric ECA from magnetic field record-
ings. Because of this, any acquisition and analysis software
for SQUID data must be flexible and adaptable; moreover, the
nature and purpose of the analysis tools required for ECA anal-
ysis can differ quite significantly from study to study because
their investigative goals can be very different. For all these rea-
sons, a modular approach was adopted for the design of the
acquisition and analysis program described in this article. Ev-
ery module was designed separately with its own interface and
visual features, while providing a unique control switchboard
from which all modules can be easily accessed.

The first distinct unit of the program, the data acquisition
module, is responsible for controlling data acquisition, analog
filtering and storage in digital binary format. This module was
designed in the LabView visual programming language and
possesses a friendly GUI that allows data to be acquired eas-
ily and efficiently. The second unit, the data processing and
analysis module, gives access to a number of important com-
putational and visual tools whose use is very common in the
analysis of GI magnetic signals. Such tools include data display
and filtering, time–frequency representations (TFRs) of power
series distributions in GI signals and SQUID data frequency
maps. This module was implemented in the MatLab program-
ming language. The third and last unit of the program contains
a three-dimensional (3D) realistic model of the human torso
and internal organs. Within this model, magnetic field com-
ponents measured by the SQUID are visualized in 3D at the
locations where they were recorded, with the reconstructed
body of the stomach rendered directly below the magnetome-
ter channel array. This last module was designed using the
CMISS simulation program of the Bioengineering Institute at
the University of Auckland, New Zealand. Throughout the re-
mainder of this section, each of these modules is described in
detail and examples of data processed using the program are
given.

3.1. Software control switchboard

Each module of the acquisition and analysis program can be
accessed from the software control switchboard. The graph-
ical user interface of the switchboard is presented in Fig. 2.
It includes a button for loading the acquisition program, one
for loading the data analysis program and another one for
generating a CMISS visualization. For historical reasons re-
lated to the development of the two applications, the for-
mat for CMISS input files is different from that in which data
are written to disk by the SQUID acquisition module. An in-

termediate step must therefore be carried out in which an
appropriate format conversion is made. This action is per-
formed by pressing the third button visible on the switch-
board.
be converted into CMISS format using the third button,
whereafter the CMISS visualization can be created.

3.2. Data acquisition module

The GUI used throughout the data acquisition process was de-
veloped using the LabView visual programming language; a
sample screenshot is displayed in Fig. 3. As data is being ac-
quired with the SQUID magnetometer, the signal recorded in
each channel is plotted as a function of time on the corre-
sponding graph labeled with the number of the appropriate
channel. This allows one to observe and study SQUID data in
real time as they are being acquired.

The SQUID magnetometer records analog signals at a DC
frequency of 1 MHz. The original signal is then amplified and
decimated to a frequency of 3 kHz post-acquisition. Lower fre-
quency noise sources that are due to the motion artifacts of
metal objects can be seen in the noise reference channels of
the magnetometer and canceled adaptively or filtered digi-
tally. Once acquired, the 3 kHz data are stored digitally in bi-

nary format for further processing.

A number of other acquisition controls and options are also
made available in the GUI of the data acquisition module, as
shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3 – SQUID Analyzer GUI for the data acquisition module. The signal in every z channel is plotted against time using an
adaptive technique where the interval range of the abscissa is varied with time according to the amplitude of the signal. In
a efere
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ddition to vector sensor channels recording GI data, noise r
ancellation can also be plotted.
.3. Data processing and analysis module

GUI was designed in MatLab for the data analysis module,
ubbed SQUID Analyzer 1.0. The menu options of the GUI,

ig. 4 – Control options for the data acquisition module of the SQ
ata decimation factor, FIR filter specifications and other options
nce channels—e.g. channel 38, bottom right-used for noise
File, Data, Waterfall and Frequency, allow the user to con-
trol the most important functions of the software. The first
option from the File menu allows the user to open a raw data
file created as a result of recording magnetic signals using the

UID Analyzer GUI. The data acquisition rate (scan rate),
can be input here.
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SQUID magnetometer; the user also has the option of loading
only a smaller subset of channel data. Throughout the process
of loading and decimating the data, a wait bar is displayed
while the requested loading operation takes place. The SQUID
Analyzer allows one to specify the decimation factor to be ap-
plied when loading the data; this can be an integer greater
than or equal to 1.

3.4. SQUID channel data visualization

Several display options are made available from the Data

menu. From the Plot raw data menu item, the user is
given access to the two options of plotting raw data,
labeled Numerical channel order and Spatial channel

arrangement. These two display modes are also available
from the second menu item, namely Plot filtered data.
The third menu item, Adjust data time range, allows the
user to focus only on a particular time segment within a data
set, which is very useful because breathhold time intervals

within a large data set can be processed and analyzed more
adequately.

Two different display options are available for visualizing
data acquired from the SQUID magnetometer. In the first of

Fig. 5 – Sample filtered SQUID z channel data displayed using t
i n b i o m e d i c i n e 8 3 (2006) 83–94

these, plots of electric potential or magnetic field data are
shown in the numerical order of each channel. This view has
two primary advantages. First of all, it provides an ordered dis-
play of data that is made available in a conventional manner.
Secondly, it allows one to easily identify and analyze the data
in a channel of interest simply from the numerical ordering of
the channels.

The second data view provided attempts to reproduce the
spatial arrangement of each input coil of the gradiometer (see
Fig. 5). This view has the advantage of providing a way to asso-
ciate each data channel with a particular anatomic region of
interest. It also allows one to identify areas where particular
frequencies in the electrical activity signal are present. This
can be useful because, very often, a specific frequency value
can allow one to associate the region where that frequency
component is strongest with a particular organ, e.g. with a
particular segment of the intestine. Moreover, it may be possi-
ble to observe and analyze the frequency gradient of the ECA
along the GI tract from the visual analysis of SQUID data be-

ing displayed in this fashion. The spatial arrangement mode
is adapted to the configuration of the Tristan 637i biomagne-
tometer, but the program can be easily adapted for different
coil positions.

he spatial arrangement of the magnetometer’s z channels.
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For this reason, AR spectral analysis is preferable for short time
intervals (1 min). Although efficient and accurate, AR spectral
analysis also suffers from a number of drawbacks. For a sinu-
soidal wave, the area under the AR spectral curve depends on
b i o m e d i c i n e 8 3 (2006) 83–94 89

the signal power in a linear fashion, but peaks in the AR PSD
are proportional to the square of the power [18]. Deviations
of real signals from sinusoids also make the problem of esti-
mating amplitudes more problematic [4]. For this reason, the
square root of the AR PSD is often reported. Thus AR analysis
is an inappropriate tool for determining the power at given
frequencies, although it is certainly useful for locating domi-
nant frequencies in the sample. For further information and
comparison of AR and FFT analyses, we direct the reader to
[26].

In light of these two alternative, both AR analysis and the
FFT are included in our software. The frequency spectra of the
analyzed signal can be computed by the SQUID Analyzer using
the fast Fourier transform to obtain power spectral density val-
ues for a specific frequency range. First, segments of data each
containing one minute of SQUID recordings are created. Every
segment is then windowed using a Hanning window to reduce
FFT leakage error and zero-padded to increase frequency sam-
pling in the spectrum. The FFT of the signal is then computed
and the resulting frequency spectra are assembled for all data
segments and displayed in the form of a three-dimensional
frequency spectra waterfall plot, where each plot corresponds
to one minute of SQUID data. A wait bar is displayed to the
screen while this process is applied to the loaded data. As in
the case of raw data display, a numerical order and a spatial
arrangement display mode are made available for waterfall
plots. When accessing either one of these, an input box is dis-
played, prompting the user to specify the cutoff frequencies
to be used as parameters to the filter.

Although data trends due to extraneous causes are re-
moved by detrending, it can often be difficult to analyze and
understand such data due to its high time variability and to
the large time interval used for display on the ordinate axis. To
correct this inconvenience and to provide a more reliable tool
for analysis, the Adjust data time range option was made
available from the Data menu. When accessing this option, an
input box is displayed to the screen; the user can then input
the time interval in seconds for which data is to be displayed.
This feature is useful because, very often, for example, wave-
forms that are of biophysical interest are easier to view and
analyze on a minute-by-minute basis as opposed to the alter-
native of viewing the entire dataset at once. As is apparent
from this figure, all the waveforms are much easier to analyze
and interpret when a smaller time interval is used for display.

3.5. MGG waterfall plot generation

In addition to displaying raw and filtered SQUID channel data,
the SQUID Analyzer is equipped with the ability to create wa-
terfall plots of GI signal frequency spectra. As explained pre-
viously, these spectra are computed using the FFT.

The display options available for frequency waterfall plots
are similar to those for visualizing raw or filtered data. Each
plot can be viewed either in the numerical order of the mag-
netometer channels or using the spatial arrangement setup
in which every waterfall plot is at the approximate location
c o m p u t e r m e t h o d s a n d p r o g r a m

The second item from the Data menu gives the user access
to the data filtering features of the program. The first data
processing step involves detrending the data; this is done to
eliminate undesired, short-lived trends in the data by remov-
ing the mean value or linear trend from a vector or matrix in
view of FFT processing. It computes the least-squares fit of a
straight line (or composite line for piecewise linear trends) to
the data and subtracts the resulting function from the data.

Noise with a frequency lower than 1.5 cpm is then sub-
tracted by the software using polynomial subtraction of vari-
able order, in which a polynomial is fit to short-lived trends in
the data and then subtracted from it to remove these trends.
The degree of the polynomial is user-selectable. The third data
processing step involves the design of a bandpass, second-
order Butterworth filter. The Butterworth filter is maximally
flat in the pass band and monotonic overall, which reduces
the effect of pass band ripples in the signal to a minimum.
Such a filter sacrifices rolloff steepness for monotonicity in
the pass- and stopbands. The function used by our software
creates z-transform coefficients for a Butterworth filter up to
a user-defined order. These coefficients are used to filter the
data in the forward and reverse directions for zero-phase fil-
tering. This is done by processing the input data in both the
forward and reverse directions [23]; after filtering in the for-
ward direction, the filtered sequence is reversed and run back
through the filter. The resulting sequence has precisely zero-
phase distortion and double the filter order. Zero-phase dis-
tortion is necessary in our case because it avoids the dis-
tortion of magnetic field propagation characteristics. In addi-
tion to the forward–reverse filtering, our software minimizes
startup transients by adjusting initial conditions to match
the DC component of the signal and by prepending several
filter lengths of a flipped, reflected copy of the input signal
[19].

The default filter cutoff frequencies specified by the SQUID
Analyzer software program are 1.8 and 18 cpm, correspond-
ing to 0.03 and 0.3 Hz, respectively. While the GEA has a fre-
quency of approximately 3 cpm, intestinal activity exhibits a
frequency gradient along the GI tract and its frequencies range
between approximately 4 and 18 cpm. Thus, the default pa-
rameters of the program are adequate for capturing informa-
tion contained in the signal that refers to these two phenom-
ena.

In clinical GI research, changes in the frequency compo-
nents of the signal are of interest. To study those, power spec-
tral density (PSD) estimates for each of several epochs in the
signal must be computed to create a time–frequency repre-
sentation of the data [3,4]. Two methods for carrying out this
task are most common: the classical fast Fourier transform
(FFT) and modern autoregressive (AR) spectral analysis. The
Fourier power spectrum is very suitable for stationary signals
that are not expected to change over the duration of the sam-
ple. Because FFT spectral resolution increases with the length
of the sample – thus requiring long sample durations for better
resolution – this method is not optimal for studying ischemic
signals, which are prone to change over short periods of time.
of the corresponding SQUID input coil (Fig. 6). In addition, a
number of options are made available to manipulate the wa-
terfall plots three-dimensionally. By pressing the ↑ and ↓ keys,
the elevation of the camera viewpoint for each waterfall plot
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Fig. 6 – Sample waterfall plots generated using the spatial ch
3 cpm due to the gastric signal can be seen in each channels

can be increased or decreased, respectively, by increments of
5◦ in the range −90◦ to 90◦. Similarly, pressing the ← or →
keys changes the azimuth of the viewpoint by decrements or
increments of 5◦, respectively, in the range 0–360◦.

Other display options associated with the frequency water-
fall plots include spectra normalization, changing grid visibil-
ity and the modification of the ẑ axis range displayed in each
waterfall plot. When the spectra normalization option is used,
every point in each 3D waterfall plot is normalized to the abso-
lute maximum in that plot and this process is repeated for all
the waterfall plots displayed. Changing grid visibility, on the
other hand, removes or redraws the coordinate grid of each
plot, as appropriate.

3.6. Frequency map creation

The third important functionality of the SQUID Analyzer is to

produce SQUID data frequency plots. The purpose of this is to
associate the frequency spectrum data presented in waterfall
plots with the spatial locations of the SQUID input coils. Spa-
tial maps of frequency content allow one to localize electrical
el arrangement display mode. The dominant frequency of

activities with different frequencies, such as the higher fre-
quencies of small bowel electrical activity or brady- and tachy-
gastrias.

The creation of frequency plots relies on the filtering and
FFT frequency spectra computation processes that have al-
ready been described. To generate these plots, the frequency
spectra are divided into segments of variable length spanning
the frequency interval specified by the cutoff frequencies of
the Butterworth filter. For instance, consider a spectrum gen-
erated as a result of applying the FFT to a dataset that has been
filtered using a Butterworth filter with cutoff frequencies of 1
and 15 cpm. Such a spectrum can be divided into segments
spanning one cpm, i.e. 1–2 cpm, 2–3 cpm, . . ., 14–15 cpm. For
each such interval of the form [ti−1, ti] among the entire set
of frequency spectrum intervals [t0, t1], [t1, t2], . . . , [tn−1, tn], one
can compute the definite integral
∫ ti
ti−1

f (x) dx, (1)

where f (x) is the PSD function. This process can be repeated
for each SQUID input channel and the value of the integral
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an be associated with the spatial location of the respective
hannel.

These values can then be interpolated on a 2D grid within
he area delimited by the SQUID input coil perimeter. Thus,
ne can generate a 3D surface that represents a mapping of
requencies within the SQUID coil perimeter. Such a surface
s in effect a function of two coordinate variables (x and y)
hat allows one to associate a particular frequency with a spe-
ific spatial location. In this manner, anatomical regions of the
ody can be associated with certain frequencies and regions
here a particular frequency is dominant can be easily identi-

ed from the frequency map. The process described above can
e repeated for each time interval of SQUID data being ana-

yzed; an example of the results obtained for one such time
nterval is presented in Fig. 7.

ig. 7 – Sample frequency maps generated using SQUID Analyze
iomagnetometer input coils is represented continuously using
pectrum is divided into intervals of one cycle per minute each a
he frequency maps. This is done for the time data points provid
orresponds to one minute of GI electrical activity contained in th
he highest magnitude is evident in the 3–4 cpm range and its lo
tomach using the frequency map technique. All maps are drawn
and the PSD values plotted are dimensionless.
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3.7. CMISS visualization module

The third module of the SQUID Analyzer program was imple-
mented in CMISS. The anatomical data source that was used
for the construction of the initial GI model is the Visible Hu-
man Project [25]. The image set provided by this project was
used to extract data points which were then used to fit an ini-
tial generic model to the data via an optimization algorithm in
which distances between points in the data and fitted models
was minimized [24]. From this initial data, a bilinear surface
mesh was created and refitted using the iterative fitting proce-

dure of Bradley et al. [2] to generate a bicubic Hermite C1 mesh.
This procedure was used for all internal organs, including the
small and large intestines. For the stomach, the muscular mi-
crostructure was added because the directions of electrical

r 1.0. Frequency data within the spatial extent of the
a data grid interpolation algorithm. The frequency
nd the corresponding frequency data is used to generate
ed in the input file such that one set of frequency maps
e SQUID input data file. In the figure above, the signal with

cation can be identified as the anatomic region of the
to the same scale – as can be seen from the colorbar limits
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Fig. 8 – Perspective viewpoints available from the CMISS simulation. In the top-left white rectangle, the viewpoint of the
en.
er vi
camera can be changed by dragging the mouse over the scre
changed, allowing the user to have a frontal, lateral and upp

propagation and contraction are often preferential [24,8,10].
The thickness of organ walls was added to each digestive or-
gan by internal projection of the outer surface towards the
mesh centerline. For the stomach, five layers were included in
the model: a longitudinal layer, a thin ICC layer, a circular mus-
cle layer, a second thin ICC layer and a second circular muscle
layer [24]. The assumption of transverse anisotropy was made
and a microstructural fiber direction was described in each
smooth muscle layer.

Because the spatial scale of the finite elements fitted from
the digitized data is too coarse to solve the bidomain equa-
tions, a finite element finite difference method or a structured
finite element method was employed [6,11]. To create a 3D an-
imation of magnetic field vectors, SQUID signal data output by
the magnetometer and written to the storage medium must
be converted into a format compatible with CMISS. This can
be done from the software control switchboard, as previously
explained.

An example of the visualizations produced by CMISS is pre-
sented in Fig. 8, where the body of the stomach is simulated
within the torso. Above the abdomen, each location of the
SQUID magnetometer input coils is represented by a small dot.
For each corresponding input channel, a purple vector arrow is
drawn to represent the quantity Bz recorded in that respective
SQUID channel.
As Fig. 8 shows, several views are available for this simula-
tion. In the top-left white rectangle, the viewpoint of the cam-
era can be changed by dragging the mouse over the screen. The
viewpoint in the other three rectangles cannot be changed, al-
The viewpoint in the other three rectangles cannot be
ew of the torso and SQUID input locations at the same time.

lowing the user to have a frontal, lateral and upper view of the
torso and SQUID input locations at the same time.

Magnetic field data acquired with the SQUID can be related
to a model of the patient, or overlain on a generic torso. To
incorporate a patient specific model, appropriate anatomical
images (CT/MRI) must firstly be acquired, together with ap-
propriate information with respect to the location of the pa-
tient with respect to the SQUID sensors. A model of the patient
(complete with representations of the stomach and small in-
testine, if desired) can then be constructed using the methods
outlined in [24]. For the information displayed here, a generic
torso model, based on the Visible Human Project, was used.

The GUI available in CMISS for controlling the parameters
of the simulation allows one to see all or only a selection of
available view modes. The user can also take a screenshot
of the visualization window and save the resulting image to
any storage medium. Because one frame is generated for each
minute of data, a set of tools are provided to access different
frames. One of these is a slidebar which can be used to visu-
alize different display frames of the simulation. Alternatively,
the entire movie can be played in an infinite loop. A perspec-
tive image of the torso can be obtained and seven other views
can also be selected.
4. Conclusion

The reliability of data analysis tools can be crucial to the
process of making appropriate interpretations of experimen-
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al data and to the ultimate success or failure of any sci-
ntific investigation. This is why the development of our
ackage marks a positive step in improving GI clinical di-
gnosis. Because very little software development for the
eld of GI biomagnetic research has been done up to this
oint, our modular program contributes to the establish-
ent of the MGG as a trustworthy investigative method.

he modular approach adopted for the development of the
QUID Analyzer software program also implies the abil-

ty of our integrated analysis tool to undertake further de-
elopment. Thus far, the use of waterfall plots and fre-
uency maps for GI data analysis has become a standard

n many physiological studies [5]. Our CMISS visualization
ool, on the other hand, is novel to the modeling of the
I system, although it borrows heavily in ideas and char-
cter from similar methodologies that are available for car-
iac modeling and simulation. This exchange of techniques
etween the two areas is useful in light of the experi-
nce that already exists in the cardiac field; this historical
ackground is relevant because much of the electrodynam-

cs that is now only beginning to be investigated in GI re-
earch already benefits from over 20 years of study in cardiac
odeling.
Much future development can be undertaken in the direc-

ion outlined in this article. Although many signal analysis
oncepts that are potentially useful in GI electrodynamics
re not discussed here, the modular structure of the SQUID
nalyzer program allows much more to be implemented. For
xample, an important area whose history of investigation
n cardiac research is extensive concerns the biomagnetic
nverse problem and the information that inverse solutions
an yield concerning the patterns of (ab)normal current
ropagation in the GI tract. Filtering and signal processing
ethods remain another area of improvement, particularly
ith the recent implementation of wavelet and independent

omponent analysis to the field of GI research [14,16]. Chaos
nalysis methods are another set of tools that deserve to
e incorporated, especially since GI pathology seems to
e associated with changes in chaos patterns in diseased

ndividuals [21]. One feature that our interface lacks is the
bility to compare the realism of various theoretical mod-
ls of GI phenomena based on experimentally acquired
ata. This may become important in the near future as
ore attention has been recently devoted to GI model-

ng in the context of conoidal and ellipsoidal geometry
20,12,13].
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